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A ndroscoggin  V alley S w ep t N early Clear of 
Dam s and B rid g es— M ills  D am aged .
Maine Central Traffic, North of Portland, Entirely Sus- 
pended-PliillipS' & Rangeley Comes Out 0. K.
As this week's paper goes to press, the State of Maine is recovering from the 
most disastrous freshet in its history. How widespread or what the damage will 
be is yet to be told; but that it will reach startling figures is certain. It is already 
known that the damage along the Androscoggin valley will reach over a million 
dollars. “ Canton village flooded, the new ‘city’ of Rumford Falls hard-hit,”  tells 
the story on the upper section. From there to Merrymeeting Bay it is one con­
tinuous tale of washed-out raihoads. missing bridges and swept-away dams. Noth­
ing has been heard from the Kennebec, Penobscot or St. Croix valleys, as the wires 
are working very badly and the railroad offices are rushed with train orders. Ran­
geley has had no western mail ( except Farmington and way stations ) since Sat­
urday, and probably will have nonet before Thursday night. The word from Port­
land Tuesday was: “ No trains leave Portland on Farmington branch before Wed­
nesday night.”  R an g e le y  L ak es  gives its local readers the news 24 hours ahead 
of all other papers—but that’s nothing unusual.
The Local Freshet. j Noah to build an ark and save what there
•And the floods came and the rains de- j was lcft- 
s.•ended.”------- ; It began Friday when the temperature
Well, we won’ t say anything about j rose from a below-zero pitch to the melt- 
whose house went down, suffice it to say | ing softness of a May morning, 
that we were all looking for a modern All day Friday it continued warm and
the snow settled perceptibly. People said, 
“ It ’s a little mite thawy,”  when they 
met, but no one thought much about it. 
Friday evening it began to rain a little. 
Saturday morning it was raining steadily 
though not very fast. Along toward 
noon the lumbermen shook their heads 
and began to look blue. Saturday even­
ing it had freshened up into a brisk 
shower-like downfall. During the night 
the wind began to blow, and, by Sunday 
morning, the fiercest kind of a line gale 
was raging. It was equal to an ocean 
voyage to attempt to cross the town with 
an umbrella hoisted, and nobody went 
out if they could find any reasonable ex­
cuse for staying in—and most of ’em 
could.
“ Worst since ’69,”  was the watchword 
Sunday.
About noon a telephone message to 
R a n g e le y  L a k e s  said the ice had left the 
river at Phillips, that the P. & R. rail­
road bridge was barely saved and that 
the upper village was flooded. At six 
o ’clock an engine, with Superintendent 
Davis on board, pulled in from Phillips. 
The trip is worthy a column description; 
but, as we weren’ t there, and Davis is too 
busy to discuss it, let that pass. It is a 
matter of record, however, that the water 
was dangerously near the fire-box several 
times and that nearly all the way it was 
better boating than wheeling.
Sunday evening it was still raining, but 
during the night it ceased and Monday 
morning the worst was past—or just com­
menced, which ever way you look at it.
F lo tsa m  an d  J e ts a m  fro m  t h e  L o cal 
D e lu g e .
It made the older ones think of ’69.
“ And the rain it raineth every day.”
The wise man went on snow-shoes Sun­
day.
Lafe Kempton says he never saw Haley 
Pond so high.
John Haley, Esq., says he remembers 
nothing like it at this time of the year.
Many of the fences along the Greenvale 
road went down before the rush of flood.
The gates at the mouth of Haley Pond 
were hoisted Sunday at 2 o ’clock, and 
Monday morning the water was higher 
than ever.
Eben Hinkley and George D. couldn’ t 
agree about the hour when the “ the big 
freshet”  commenced, but it being Sunday7 
they refrained from betting
A resident physician put in a good part 
of Sunday forenoon cruising around his 
cellar in a dry-goods box, rescuing various 
submerged articles.
Marsh Carlton says it won’ t be neces­
sary for his wife to spend much tiftie wash­
ing potatoes for the rest of the winter. 
They had an all-dav soaking.
Dr. Currier discovered the flood Sunday 
morning. He went down cellar to empty7 
an ash pan. He had slippers on and the
water was four inches deep. It is needless 
to say more.
It took Monday morning’s train a long 
whiie to reach Redington—so long, in 
fact, that we began to fear it had come to 
grief on the way.
The telegraph line beyond Leeds Junc­
tion is down and the operator at that 
place, having to repeat all messages, does 
not get time to let any one up the line 
know how badlv the Maine Central is 
damaged.
Saturday forenoon Hen. Kimball was 
heard to remark: “ I ’m going home and 
take laudanum or morphine enough so I 
can’t hear it rain.”  It made him shiver 
to think of that million and a half of lum­
ber yet to be hauled, and the hauling gone 
to grass.
You can’ t get ahead of Ed Lamb, as one 
man found out Monday. The man in 
question tried to get him, for a nominal 
sum, to pump his well out. “ Well,”  said 
Ed, “ let’s have a look at the cellar first.”  
He knew from experience that emptying 
that particular well meant emptying the 
cellar, too. [The water was five feet deep 
in the cellar].
The Ice Freshet at Phillips.
Saturday it rained, ^Saturday night it 
rained, and Sunday7 morning it was rain* 
ing, and raining hard. At about 10.30 the 
ice in the mill pond gave way and ran for 
a short time, taking with it the tehh 
porary posts recently put under the P. & 
R. railroad bridge. Then a jam formed 
and packed upon the side of the bridge. 
A crowd gathered to see it go; the struct­
ure creaked and trembled, but the jam 
started underneath and the bridge re­
mained. Supt. Davis had previously 
transferred two engines and the extra flat 
cays over on the east side, fearing the 
bridge would go. A train was sent up 
the line toward Rangeley. The Sandy 
River men ran down to within five miles 
of Fax-mington and there found the track 
submei-ged and wei'e foi-ced to return. No 
washouts were found. The rain continued 
to fall all the aftei'noon and the river 
gi'adually came up. The sti’eet between 
the villages was flooded and i*endered im­
passable.
DOWN BELOW.
It has been next to  im possib le to  get 
new s o f the dam age from  tow n s be low ; 
but, by m ail and w ire, R a n g e le y  L a k e s  
has secured a p a rtia l rep ort w hich it  is 
g lad  to  be able to  present to  its  readers.
A t F a rm in g to n .
Tbi'ee spans of the Maine Central bridge 
between Farmington and West Farming- 
ton were moved from their places. A 
freight train was sent over the bridge 
Sunday noon but Train Despatcher Hall, 
wired them to send no more till the dam­
age was repaired.
All trainmen have oi'ders to report to 
[Concluded on page 5].
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BEE-HUNTERS’ LORE.
How “ Pancake Covering” is Found 
And Gathered.
“ This land ain’ t ezac’ ly flowin’ with 
milk,”  said the woodsman, “ but it can 
turn out plenty of wild honey, so if John 
the Baptist was here he could git along 
fust rate as fur as that part o ’ his livin' 
went. Yes an’ we could give him locus’es, 
too, consarn ’em!”  added the native as he 
listened to the rasping, whirring sound 
made by unwelcome winged things in the 
close-chopped meadow and the rushing 
corn.
The speaker was a bee-hunter, and his 
remarks had been called forth by an in­
quiry I had made as to who all the bees 
that made the snowy bloom of the buck­
wheat fields almost brown with their busy 
presence were working for, as in all my 
tramps about that part of the hemlock 
belt I had seen only now and then a bee 
hive for many miles around.
“ W ho,”  said I, “ do all these bees be­
long to? and how far must they be travel­
ing between these buckwheat fields and 
their apiaries?”
“ Them bees,”  said the woodsman, 
“ don’ t belong to nobody in perticklar, an’ 
they think they hain’ t workin’ for nobody 
but themselves. But I ’m a thinkin’ that 
some of ’em is apt to be mistaken on that 
p’int. As for how fur do they travel, 
some of ’em travels a miled, some of ’em 
two miled, an’ some of ’em maybe three 
miled. They’re wiid bees, an’ there haiq’ t 
no doubt but what they’ve been buzzin’ 
homewards all summer long with a wrong 
idee as well as with honey, for they’ve 
been thinkin’ they was heapin’ up a hun­
dred pounds or so of honey all for them­
selves, not knowin’ that they was packin’ 
it away nice an’ snug fer a feller of about 
my water to gather and make pancake 
coverin’ of it. I ’ve got one fine old bee 
tree lined already. I follered the onsus- 
pectin’ little hot-tailed chaps as they was 
getherin’ pollen off ’o the wilier blossoms, 
early in the spring to begin business with, 
an’ I ’m goin’ to take a line fer another 
tree from some ’o these brown-winged 
fellers that’s workin’ on the buckwhit. 
That’s the last thing they work, ’cept rag 
weed, an’ I don’ t fancy the honey they 
suck out ’ o that yaller weed, even if folks 
has got crazy stuck on it an’ calls it gold­
en-rod. It was rag-weed when it used to 
make my eyes sore as I waded through it 
lookin’ fer the cows when I wasn’ t knee 
high to a duck, an’ it ’s rag-weed to me 
yit. So I ’m goin’ to run in a bee to that 
tree tomorrow, so’s I can cut it ’fore they 
git to workin’ on the rag-weed, an’ if 
you’d like to see the way we line the busy 
little chaps to their home in the woods, 
you can come over an’ go along.”
Nothing could have suited me better, 
and I was on hand next morning.
“ We couldn’ t had a better day,”  said 
the bee-hunter. “ There hain’ t a bit o ’ 
haze, an’ it looks to me as if I could keep a 
bee in my eye for a miled this mornin’— 
that is, not a bee exac’ ly, but the sight o ’ 
one. Let’s look round a bit, an’ pick out 
a bee that gives signs of bein’ a good one. 
Ah! here’s a nice big brown feller, workin’ 
in this corner o ’ the buckwhit, all alone 
by hisself. He’s a greedy chap! He’s 
loaded clean down to the guards now, but 
he hates to give up, an’ keeps on suckin’ . 
There hain’ t nothin’ a bee likes to hang on 
to as it does a patch o ’ buckwhit, unless 
it ’s a raspberry blossom or white clover 
or basswood. Do you see how thick his 
legs is covered with yaller waxy sort o ’ 
stuff? You think that’s honey don’ t you? 
Every greeney does. That hain’ t honey 
no more than it ’s a last year’s birds nest. 
The honey is stored away some’rs in the 
bee’s neck, and when he gits home with it 
he’ ll soon have it milked out o ’ him. Bees 
don’ t eat honey. They eat bee bread, 
an’ that yaller stuff’s a cargo o ’ bee’s 
bread that every one o ’ these little chaps 
lugs home with him. They—but hold on! 
This fellers gittin’ ready to pull out. He’s 
sucked till he can’ t git no more inside his 
I
honey tank, an’ he’s goin’ home to un­
load. Keepiyour eye on him. If he raises 
right up straight in the air an’ starts 
away without seemin’ to look for his 
bearin’s, the tree he lives in hain’ t fur 
away, but if he gits up kind o ’ hesitatin- 
like, and don’ t whizz off to wunst, maybe 
we’ll have a two or three miled chase 
after him. There! Pie’s get tin’ up! What? 
Don’ t know how she heads, hay? Good 
ways off from home, you be, sonny! He’s 
off! Keep your eye on him.
The bee-hnnter shaded his eyes with his 
hand, and gazed in the direction the bee 
had gone. The honey-laden toiler was 
out of my sight in a second, but the prac­
ticed eye of the bee-hunter seemed to fol­
low it for a long distance, for it was some­
time before he took his hand down from 
his eyes and looked away.
“ Thought so!”  said he “ It ’s over in 
the big swamp where that bee lives. We’ll 
hev a good tramp, an’ we’ll hev to line 
him or some o ’ his bretlxer’n‘ wunst or 
twict more before we run agin the tree. 
Leastways that's my mind. We’ll kind o ’ 
trot along to ’ards you big pine that you 
can see the top of, straight ahead. That’s 
the way the bee went, an’ when a bee gits 
his bearin’ s and starts for home he don’ t 
turn nuther to the right nor to the left, 
not even if he should meet a train o ’ cars 
on the way. When we git to the tree, if 
there hain’ t no sign o ’ the bee tree bein’ 
nigh, we’ ll line ’em ag’ in. If it’s nigh, 
we’ ll know it by seein’ or hearin’ the 
workers passsin’ by us, cornin’ an’ goin’ , 
tol’able thick. Then we’ ll know that the 
tree that they’re loadin’ up with honey 
hain’ t fur away.”  ’
It was no easy matter to reach the land­
mark pointed out by the hunter, for the 
brush was thick, and the way was steep, 
stony and mirely by turns. The woodsman 
kept up a constant run of talk, and among 
the things I heard and kept from being 
jolted out of recollection was that:
“ You mout a noticed that you never see 
a honey bee workin’ on red clover; an’ 
now that you think of it, maybe it ’ll 
strike you as bein’ kind o ’ funny, fer there 
hain’ t nothin’ that grows that holds bet­
ter material fer honey than the red clover 
blossom. Well, now that you’ ve thought 
it funny that honey bees don’ t git the 
honey out o ’ x*ed clover, o ’ course you 
want to ask. ‘Well why don’ t they?’ Ah! 
there you be! You can’ t think why, can 
you? Course not! Then I ’ll tell you. The 
honey bee don’ t work the red clover for 
the simple reason that he don’ t know how. 
That’s a fact. Smart as honey bees is— 
an’ there hain’t nothin’ in the insect line 
that comes as nigh as bees does to bein’ 
smarter than human folks, unless it’s 
ants—smart as honey bees is, they’ve 
sucked an’ sucked an’ sucked all around 
the red clover ever since bees and red 
clover was born, an’ they hain’ t learnt yit 
the one little trick that’ ll open all the 
sweets to ’em that the red clover holds 
way down in its bosom. Yit the bumble­
bee knows how to get ’em, an’ he does git 
’em. an’ if there was only enough bumble­
bees, so as to make it worth the while o ’ 
robbin’ ’em o ’ the honey they manufac- 
tui’e durin’ the season, they’d soon knock 
the honey bees higher than a kite, fer red 
clover honey would be head an’ shoulders 
above all the other honey the market 
affords. An’ it’ s a simple trick, too, that 
lets the bumble bee enjoy the monopoly of 
the red clover. Them little liooller tubes 
that makes the clover heads, an’ at the 
bottom o ’ which the honey lays is too 
deep fer either the honey bee or the bumble 
bee to sink his sucker down into deep 
enough to git at the sweets. Some says 
that these bees’ suckers is too short, but I 
say the clover tubes is too long but whfeli 
ever way it is, the bumble bee gits there 
all the same.
“ Don’ t 1 know whatever put it in his 
head, or wfien it was done, but some time 
another, after tryin’ to git his nose in the 
honey he smelt way down in the red clover, 
an’ .not hittin’ on a way, he must a jist 
sot down on the stalk and conjured his 
brain over the probelm. By and by the
idee hit him, an it must a coi#e nigh 
knockin’ him off the stalk he was settin’ 
on. Seems as if I can almost see that 
large-headed old bumbler, the way he must 
a jumped up an’ down an’ buzzed for joy 
when the idee hit him. An’ what do yon 
think it was? Jist to tap the clover tubes 
at the bottom, an’ there the honey laid 
with nothin’ to do but be sucked out! An’ 
from that day to this the bumble bee has 
been borin’ a little hole in the bottom o ’ 
them nectar cells, an’ robbin’ ’em of all 
they hold, while the smart honey bee 
hain’ t never yit tumbled to the trick. 
Hello! here we be at the big pine.”
It had been a tug and no mistake, but 
well worth time and toil. The bee-hunter 
stopped, and telling me to be quiet, stood 
in a listening attitude. Presently a bee 
hummed by over head—heard faintly, and 
gone in almost the same instant. Some 
time afterward another one went by, and 
another and another, all from the direc­
tion we had come.
“ We hain’ t nigh the tree y it,”  said the 
bee-hunter, “ an’ we’ll line ’em ag’in.”
He took a small tin box from his pocket. 
In this box was a piece of comb honey. 
This the woodsmad placed on a stone on 
the ground, and held the blaze of a match 
at one corner of the honey. A-sweet-smel- 
ling smoke came from the burning stuff, 
and rose slowly upward in bluish curls 
and coils. The honey ceased smoking 
when the match burned out,
“ There!”  said the hunter. “ The bees 
won’ t be long in gittin’ a snuff o ’ that, 
you can bet, an’ they’ ll come here to load 
up. Then we’ll foller on their heels ag’in 
an’ I guess tree ’em.”
Sure enough, it was not long before first 
one bee, then another, then another set­
tled down on the honey, when one had 
its load it rose straight upward, and 
away it went homeward, in a course as 
straight as an arrow.
“ We have got ’em now!”  exclaimed the 
delighted hunter and he was off. He 
crashed through the thicket, over the 
stones and through the mire, regardless of 
exerytbing but the bees. 1 stumbled along 
after him, and when after 10 minutes or 
more of such traveling, I was on the point 
of giving up “ bushed,”  the bee-hunter sud­
denly stopped.
“ Sh-h-h-h!”  said he, holding up his 
finger and turning his ear in the direction 
he had been going. Soon I heard bees 
buzzing by us in constant passage.
“ We’ve got ’em!”  said the woodsman, 
“ an’ you leanin’ old cucumber tree is the 
tree they’re fillin’ for me.”
The leanin cucumber was about a hun­
dred yards away. We approached it, and 
when within a few feet of it the hunter 
pointed to a knot hole, worn white and 
smooth, far up toward the top of the tree 
stem, in and out of which the bees were 
hurrying in a continuous procession.
“ Put your ear ag’ in the tree, said the 
bee-hunter.
I did so. The hum of the busy workers 
within was like the sound of telegraph 
wires thrummed by the wind.
“ There’s a nice lot o ’ honey in this old 
tree an’ no mistake!”  said thet woodsman 
gleefully. “ I wouldn’ t take the price of a 
hundred pounds fer it, ’cause I think I ’d be 
stuck if I did. I ’ ll jist blaze my mark on 
the tree an’ then nobody’ll take it, unless 
he’s some no-good bushwhacker, and 
there’s enough of them hangin’ ’round 
these laurel pitches.”
The bee-hunter blazed a large chip off 
of one side of the tree, and wrote his name 
on the spot. According to the code of un­
written backwoods law, that tree could 
not then be rightfully claimed by anyone 
else.
“ After buckwhit turns,”  said the bee- 
hunter, “ by which time these bees’ ll have 
done all the workin’ I want ’em to do, 
we’ll git some o ’ the boys an’ come over 
some fine evenin’ an’ tap this tree.”
The tapping of the tree came off a few 
evenings later. It was a picturesque bit 
of work, but the cruelty of it—necessary 
cruelty, perhaps, but cruelty—destroyed 
much of its pleasure for me. A couple of
rugged natives and a dog were added to 
make up the tapping party. The dog was
not a necessity to honey-getting, neither 
were the guns the two men carried. But 
as one of them remarked:
“ ’Long about this time o ’ year you 
can’ t tell. You’re apt to run ag’ in a coon 
or a cattymount, maybe, an’ prob’ly a 
bear. A dog don’ t do any harm, an’ 
nuther does a gun, when you’re goin’ out 
onto the Barley Run Mountains ’ long 
about this Gme o ’ year.”
As we stumbled along towards the place 
where the bee tree was the hunter told me 
that they always tapped the trees at night, 
because tne bees were asleep, and conse­
quently they "‘wasn’ t goin’ in an’ cornin’ 
out, an’ peggin’ it into you as you worked 
at robin’ ’em.”
The woodsman found the tx’ee with ease. 
While two of us held torches the other 
two went to work with keen axes to chop 
down the tree. The white chips flew in 
all directions, gleaming for a second in the 
flare of the torches, and fell in the dark­
ness. The blows of the axe awoke the sul­
len echoes against tho adjacent hills. Oc­
casionally bees, frightened from their re­
treat in the tree, buzzed aimlessly down 
and around, burning themselves to death 
at last in the flame of the torches. Once 
a great owl swooped down from some 
place in tne dai’kness, hovei’ed for a mo­
ment on the border of the illuminated spot, 
while his immense eyes blinked and glared 
and then swept away to the branches of 
some neighboxnng tree, where he voiced to 
the fox-est gloom his opinion of our un 
wonted proceeding in resounding hoots 
and blood-curdling scx’eeches.
The tx’ee was a lax*ge one, dead, but still 
sound at the butt. The two choppex-s 
were some minutes in felling it. It came 
down with a roar and a crash that made 
the ground tremble, and sent a hundred * 
weird sounds reverberating and re-echping 
among the hills.
“ She didn’ t bx-eak in failin’ like these 
dead old trees is liable to .”  exclaimed the 
bee-hunter, “‘an’ I ’ ll bet the comb’s as 
sound as a nut.”
Now came the serious business. One 
of the men lighted a big wisp of straw 
which was part of the hunter’s equipment, 
and ran to the hole in the tx*ee that formed 
the opening to the nest within. He had 
bax-ely x’eached the spot when the poor 
bees began poux-ing out. But they came 
out only to xneet destruction. The man 
held the spx*eading blaze off the straw 
wisp to the hole, and as the string of bees 
poux-ed out they wex'e cooked to death in 
the flame. The sound made as the poor 
insects were roasted by hundreds was 
sickening. While the man held the blazing 
straw to the bees the bee-hunter chopped 
into the hallow place where the honey was 
stored. When the store was uncovered 
the sight was a rich one. The great combs 
filled to bursting with the distilled nectar 
of the sweetest wild flowers, filled the 
hollow place for a distance of five feet or 
more, and was a solid mass of sweetness a 
foot in diameter. But few of the busy 
workei’s, whose incessant toil dux’ing the 
long summer days had stored this luscious 
feast, escaped the cruel torch. Within 
half an hour the honey w as carefully re­
moved and turned into the large pails 
brought to x’eceive it. The bee tx-ee had 
been tapped and we stumbled homeward 
through the gloomy woods. E d . M o t t .
New Missionary—“ My predecessor did 
not live very long here. The climate 
killed him, I suppose.”  Cannibal C h ief- 
No! I x*ather incline to the belief that 
our cooking had a great deal to do with 
it.”  __________
Housekeepei"—“ I suppose you want a 
piece of pie?”  Ragson Tattex’s—“ No. 
ma’am! I would like to have a black coat 
an’ vest, an’ a black pair o ’ pants, an’ a 
black hat, if yer got ’em. I ’m in mournin' 
fur de man yer gev pic to yistid’y .”
W. B. Bunnell, telegraph operator at 
Leeds Junction, fomerly of Phillips, is off 
duty on account of sickness.
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A Cosv Corner for the Ladies.
Aiausem etits.
In discussing the social question a con­
tributor to the Corner recently said. “ We 
seem to think that we must be amused in­
stead of entertained, and we ask continu­
ally,—in regard to young people—what 
can we do to amuse them as if they were 
children.”
According to Webster amuse and enter­
tain are synonymous since Ire defines the 
first t.o mean “ entertaining the mind 
agreeably,”  and the hitter as “ engaging 
the attention, and retaining the company 
of one. by agreeable -conversation, discus­
sion, or argument.”
I sometimes think parents fail to realize 
that children need amusement almost as 
much as they do food and clothing. Of 
course they can live without it, but there 
will always be something lacking and as 
they look back on their early days, there 
will come regrets for “ what might have 
have been.”
•‘Not enjoyment, and not sorrow.
Is our destined end, or way, ” 
but life holds so many dark days in store 
for us, so many unavoidable cares and 
sorrows from which we cannot save our 
children, that I would gladly see them 
live in the sunshine all that is possible.
I do not mean that frivolous amusements 
are best; the time is past when such 
games as Copenhagen, the Needles’ Eye, 
and others of a kindred nature were con­
sidered in good taste, and even the very 
little ones soon outgrow a liking for them 
if a better example is set by their elders.
To some the practice of music is the 
most entertaining of all forms of amuse­
ment; others delight in games and puzzles, 
while conversation is the most interesting 
way to many in which an evening can be 
spent.
And this love of amusement is by no 
means confined to the young. Go into 
some country store on a cold day and no­
tice the group of men gathered around the 
stove, and as you hear the shouts of laugh­
ter that arise from time to time as each 
tells a funnier story than the last, does 
it not convince you that even men love to 
be amused!
In that story dear to childhood, the 
Arabian Nights, we have a thousand and 
one examples of the way in which a poor 
young wife kept her lord and master in 
good temper for the same number of days, 
and saved her life at last because she 
could amuse him as no one else had done.
Amusement and instruction are so hap­
pily blended in these latter days that the 
old saying, “ there is no royal road to 
learning,”  is no longer strictly true, for 
while our children seem yet too young to 
attend school, the Kindergarten opens its 
friendly arms and takes them in.
The first steps in knowledge are along a 
path so flowery that it seems like amuse­
ment only, and then the primary school 
leads the children still farther along with 
the same attractiveness, and lessons are 
only a pleasure.
Quite an improvement is it not on the 
good old times when learning was so 
laborious?
And we must not forget that in this 
world of ours there are “ many men of 
many minds”  and that what would be 
amusing to one would be the veriest non­
sense to another.
We should not expect the grave and 
reverend minister, doctor, or lawyer, to 
find amusement in the toys that so delight 
t heir children, but they do take thorough 
enjoyment in a game of chess, or whist, or 
in some book to the reading of which 
they have looked forward.
And since we mnst recognize this desire 
for amusement to be not only universal, 
but reasonable, how shall we best accom­
plish it?
The young peoples societies are a means
towards this: The King’s Daughters, 
Christian Endeavor, Epworth League, 
and the many others are doing a noble 
work, for they draw young people together 
in a social way, and while a vast deal of 
amusement is enjoyed, the world’s needs 
are constantly being presented to them 
for relief, and a vast deal of good is being 
accomplished by them at the present time.
I am sure that in many homes amuse­
ments do not receive then-proper'share of 
attention.
Much has been said pro and con, in re 
gard to dancing, and card playing, and 
yet while there are better ways in which 
to spend a social hour, it does not follow 
that the cards in themselves are wicked.
If they are played only as a test of skill, 
honestly, and with no unfair advantage, I 
see no reason why they are not as harm 
less as many other games. And certainly 
the regard in which the game of whist is 
held by men and women o'f high degree 
should serve to rescue that at least from 
condemnation.
Again with dancing, at home or in a 
select company of friends, two restrictions 
on which I lay particular emphasis, this 
is not only a pretty and graceful accom­
plishment, but healthful as well, and one 
that little children so instinctively acquire 
that it would seem Mother1 Nature in­
tended us all to learn it. I am speaking 
from the standpoint of one who never 
danced, and who knows less than nothing 
about cards, so that I cannot be accused 
of partiality, but as a friend of the \*oung 
I recognize the fact that their work means 
much to them, and seems as hard as work 
does to those who are older.
And when it is over, amusement of some 
kind they will have, and if they are not 
allowed, and encouraged to take it at 
home, they will “ sow seeds for bitter re­
pentance”  by seeking it elsewhere.
T h e  R ig h t W ay a n d  t h e  W rong W ay to  
C ook D ried  F r u its .
The unpopularity of dried fruits in many 
households is due to those cooks who, 
after picking it over carelessly, slop it 
through two or three waters, letting it lie 
several minutes, perhaps, in each, and 
then, after soaking it awhile in just 
enough water to swell it up to a state of 
dry corkiness, put it into fresh water with 
a cupful or two of sugar and boil it rapidly 
for perhaps half an hour. This is all 
wrong from beginning to end.
The one essential in preparing desicated 
fruit is to jealously preserve every atom 
and hint of flavor, and at'the same time 
to restore it as far as possible to its 
pristine fresh and juicy condition before 
exposing it to the action of heat. To the 
end that no impurities or foreign bodies 
may interfere with this plan, special care 
must be exercised in looking it over. 
With a sharp-bladed penknife cut off each 
bit that is bruised or discolored, worm- 
eaten or moldy, and when every pieee has 
run the gauntlet of your critical eyes 
plunge the whole mass into a large pan of 
clear, cold water, and deftly and swiftly 
go through the process of washing it most 
thoroughly. Transfer it quickly to a 
colander, and after it drains for a moment 
rinse it through a second water as ex­
peditiously as possible.
The next process is that of soaking, 
which is necessary in order to restore to 
the fruit, as far as may be, the moisture 
of which it is deprived in the course of 
desiccation. As it required time to re­
move this moisture, so it will require time 
to put it back, and from 24 to 36 hours are 
none to many to allow for this part of the 
programme. Use a large granite ware or 
crockery dish and a generous quantity of 
water—enough to cover the fruit to the 
depth of at least an inch—and then in 
order to admit the air, and at the same 
time keep out every particle of dust, cover 
the whole with a clean cloth, first laying 
a slender stick across the top of the dish 
to prevent the cloth from “ sagging”  into 
/the water.
If you put the fruit to soak before break­
fast oneway it will be ready to stew dur­
ing the next forenoon, when it should be 
taken carefully out of the water, handful 
by handful, and put in a crock, or a gran­
ite ware or porcelain-lined kettle. The 
water left in the pan should be allowed to 
settle and then be poured carefully off the 
dregs into the cooking kettle, and more be 
added if necessary, remembering that the 
fruit—unless you are preparing it for pies, 
puddings, or butter—should be just cov­
ered with liquid while cooking.
An hour’s gentle boiling on the back of 
the range, where there is no danger of 
that dreadful catastrophe, “ catching on,”  
will be found sufficient for nearly all kinds 
of fruit. Add sugar very sparingly, since 
fruit prepared in this way needs little if 
any, and only a few minutes before remov­
ing your kettle from the stove. Use a sil­
ver spoon and stir it in gently in order 
not to “ stodge”  your fruit, which, pro­
perly treated, will be .pearly as perfect in 
form as it is in flavor, and let it boil up 
once or twice and your work is done. •
About apples and pears one has to be a 
little careful, as there is a great deal of 
difference in the quality of these fruits, 
some kinds being sharply acid and others 
being so tasteless that lemon as well as 
sugar is necessary to make them palatable. 
Tasting, after the fruit is thoroughly 
stewed, is the only way to decide what 
additions are necessary, as no general rule 
can possibly cover such uneven ground. 
It is to be specially noted, however, that 
where lemon is to be added (the juice and 
grated yellow rind being preferable to 
slices always), it should be added after 
the sugar has been put in and thoroughly 
dissolved. Mem.: This rule applies 
equally well tp the making of lemonade, 
since adding the lemon to the water first 
makes a chemical change therein which 
gives to it a hard and acid quality, to 
overcome which an excessive amount of 
sugar has to be used. Try both ways and 
see for yourself.
Prunes prepared according to the foi’e- 
going instructions are a positive revela­
tion to those who have known them only 
in the dry, hard, shriveled and generally 
repellent form in which they usually ap­
pear. They assume a gracious plumpness 
of physique, a smooth and shining com­
plexion, and a juiciness and melting ten­
derness of disposition which render them 
captivating in the extreme, and even the 
most inveterate of prune-haters—and they 
are many—is conquered when he or she be­
holds them in this attractive form.
Household Hints.
Wicks should be held to the fire and 
thoroughly dried before being used. They 
absorb a great deal of moisture and if not 
so treated previously the flow of oil is im­
peded. Another plan is to steep the wick- 
in vinegar and then dry thoroughly before 
using. This prevents smoking. Then 
again, in some oils there is a certain 
amount of sediment which sinks to the 
bottom of the reservoir and settles on 
that part of the wick which lies there. 
The oil will not flow in a dirty wick and 
when there is not a good flow of oil a 
good light cannot be obtained. Wicks 
which have become foul may be cleansed 
by washing or boiling in soft water and 
soap, then rinsed and dried. The reservoir 
lamp should be kept filled; if the oil be­
comes low the flow of oil is imperfect and 
the wick in consequence becomes charred. 
This gives only a poor light and emits a 
disagreeable odor.
SAUCE.
2 ounces butter, % CUP sugar, creamed 
together. Pour over this cup boiling- 
water and beat thoroughly, then add the 
well beaten white of an egg. Flavor to 
taste. Mas. E b e x  H ix k l e t .
Rangeley.
MUSTEK GINGERBREAD.
1 cup sugar, 1 cup^iot water, 1 cup but­
ter and lard in equal quantities, 1 tea­
spoonful soda, 2 teaspoonfuls of ginger. 
Use no more flour than necessary to han­
dle easily. Cut in sheets and bake.
Miss E ll a  V. T o o t h a k e k .
Phillips.
F ir s t  Sh ow  o f S h ir tw a ist*
VRIETY ALREADY DISPLAYED INDICATES A 
HEAVY DEMAND.
The first showing in the shops of shirt­
waists attest that these useful garments 
are by no means deposed from favor. 
They are to be worn indeed this spring 
and summer more than ever, if bewilder­
ing variety and much novelty of design 
and material indicate anything. The 
newest waists are made with two or three 
half-inch tucks turning toward the fronts, 
or a cluster of small overlapping ones to 
take up the same inch and a half of space 
down the fronts. Cuffs and collars are 
usually of straight shirt-shape, and of 
plain material, in solid color, their range 
of tint giving sufficient variety. A linen 
batiste in it^ natural putty tint, barred in 
color, is made up with laundered collars 
and cuffs of the shade of the cross-bar. 
Black, mauve, pink, blue, green, white, 
red, and the rest of the list are seen. A 
Persian chintz has collar and cuffs of a 
golaand white striped material that gives 
the effect of braid $ewed on. The fit and 
finish of the new waists are admirable, 
and the sleeves are not so large as those 
worn last summer. Belts are as new and 
varied as the waists, and ring the changes 
in white, black, bronze, and suede leather, 
elastic webbing, gold and silver plain, and 
in overlapping sequins. In width any 
fancy can be suited, for they are to be had 
from seven inches in width down to a half­
inch strap or a simple coil of gilt or silver. 
A decided novelty is a five-inch girdle of 
plaid velvet fastened by three light leather 
straps.
THE SLEIGHING *  *  
* HAS C O M E !
A nd, now, you’ll be wanting a sleigh to 
replace the old and worn-out one you’ve 
been using. I have a fine line of
S l e i g h s *
And feel sure that I can please you on 
both the goods and the prices. Get my 
figures before you pui’ehase elsewhere.
W. J. R O S S ,
P N I E E I E S ,  M A I N E .
N e w
Blacksmith
Shop.
Walker & Lufkin
Having purchased the busine: 3 and good-will 
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect­
fully announce that they are prepared to do
General BEacksmithing 
& Carriage Repairing.
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’experience 
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a 
wood-worker for many years, and both thor­
oughly understand their business,
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage.
L. Walker, E. C .  Lufkin,
Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill 
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One more year of Grover.
Was it not the rays from Perrine’s comet 
that changed what should, have been a 
snow storm into a rafin. and made such a 
rise in the rivers?
It ’s an odd coincidence that the last big 
freshet was in '69, which needs only a re­
versal of figures to make ’90, the present 
year and present freshet.
How like the school-boy trick, with a 
bent pin, was the treatment given Com­
missioner Wentworth at the annual meet­
ing and banquet of the Kennebec Fish and 
Game Association, held last week at 
Watferville. Inviting him as a guest and 
giving him a series of resolutions endors- 
auother candidate, also present, for his 
position.
Kennebec laboring men are not com­
plaining at the ice business and the oper­
ators believe, it is said, that 1896 will be 
the most profitable ice year Maine has 
seen in a long time. Around Richmond 
alone it is estimated that the ice cut will 
exceed that of last year by 200,000 tons, 
which means that about §30,000 more will 
come to the hands of laboring men than 
there was paid out last season.—Bootbhay 
Register.
And it may be added that the Kenne- 
becers may congratulate themselves on 
having finished up before the freshet.
,________ . (
A War Story.
Teu years after the battle of Gettysburg, 
a letter came to Phillips for Capt. E. M. 
Robinson, formerly of the 5th Maine Regi­
ment. It had been received by the Secre­
tary of the Regimental Association with 
a request to forward it to Captain Robin­
son, if his address was known. The letter 
was signed by Dr. J. J. Purrnan, of Wash­
ington. D. C., and it was not till the 
letter had been read that the fact of whom 
the writer might be dawned upon the 
Captain. From this letter has sprung up 
a warm friendship and from it comes a 
very interesting story.
On the morning of the 2nd day at Gettys­
burg, Dr. Purman, then a Lieut, in the 143d, 
Pennsylvania Regiment, was wounded and 
fell in that well known ‘ -wheat field.”  
The Union forces were shotlv after driven 
back and the Lieutenant found himself 
between the two fires. Bullets were fly­
ing all about him. but in a short time the 
firing partially ceased, and the wounded 
man found that he was within speaking 
distance of the rebels. He was suffering 
terribly, both from his wound and from 
want of water. Finally he called out: 
“ Hello Johnny.”
•‘Hello Yank.”  came the reply.
“ For Heaven’s sake bring me a drink of 
water.”
“ Can’ t do it, your friends will use us for 
a target, but for that we would.”
“ Git down and creep in the wheat.”
“ All right, I ’ ll try it .”
In a very short time the head and 
shouldei-s of a man, who proved to be the 
Adjutant of the 43d Georgia Regiment, 
cautiously peered through the standing 
grain; he had the coveted canteen of 
water and the Lieutenant drank his fill. 
For a few moments they conversed and 
then this proposition was made:
“ Say, Johnny, you are a strong looking 
man, take me on your back and get me 
out of this.’ ’
For a moment the Georgia man hesi­
tated, then assisting the Lieutenant to 
mount he started back toward his own 
lines. Before reaching them Lieut. Pur­
man fainted and rolled off the friendly 
back. The Adjutant gave him water, 
bathed his head and soon had him re­
stored, and the journey was again re­
sumed, slow of necessity, but sure, and in 
a few moments they were within the lines 
of the enemy. The men did all they could 
to relieve his sufferings, placing him 
against a tree, giving him food and drink, 
but the fighting being again resumed, they 
were forced to fall back, arid again he was 
with his own side.
Thousands and thousands of wounded 
men were groaning or calling for help, in 
all directions: the ambulance men were 
busy, taking them to the improvised 
hospitals, and. the surgeons—they were 
busy too. It was a horrid nigllt, too 
awful to think of. much less picture. The 
5th Maine Regiment was resting near by, 
the tired and worn-out men trying to get 
a few moments sleep. To many this was 
possible, but to Captain Robinson sleep 
was out of the question.
Summoning four men he requested them 
to go with him and bring some of the 
wounded from the field. This was leaving 
his regiment without permission, and 
disobeying orders, but word was left with 
a Lieutenant to inform the Colonel, in 
case he should inquire, that they had gone 
to the rear.
A sjiort distance away a wounded man 
was found calling for Water. He was 
placed on the stretcher and carried to a 
temporary hospital, in a stable, to the 
rear of the 5th Maine. Incidentally the 
Captain had mentioned his own name and 
regiment when the wounded man was left. 
They then returned to the field for others, 
bringing off many sufferers before ceasing 
their woi’k * * * *
The letter from the unknown correspon­
dent was from the Lieutenant who had 
been taken from the field that night, the 
remembrance of which was now vividly 
recalled. It informed the Captain that his 
leg had been amputated below the knee; 
that he had been removed to a private house 
and had finally recovered.
He studied and graduated as a physi­
cian, but a clerkship in the Pension De­
partment having been offered him, he had 
accepted that and was a member of the 
Board of Final Examination.
A few years since the two met at 
Gettysburg. The Doctor could Ideate the 
spot where he was wounded and the tree 
where the friendly “ Johnnies”  had left 
him. The Captain could show him the 
rest, the course he was carried from the 
field to the’ road and the stable where he 
had left him. Inquiring at a house 
nearby, they were informed that the 
stable had been used for a hospital during 
the fight. This settled, beyond all doubt, 
the place, and the Doctor secured a mece 
of a post as a reminder of that ever-to- 
be remembered night. He believes that to 
the Captain is due the credit of saving his 
life. At the house to which he was taken, 
after the amputation, were two young 
ladies, who nursed him till he was able to 
return home. One of them, later, became 
his wife. Thus, the Doctor feels under a 
double tie of indebtedness and warmly 
welcomes tne Captain to his pleasant 
home in Washington, whenever he visits 
that city.
R angeley Lakes only $1.00 per year.
PH ILLIPS LOCALS.
Lafayette Plaisted is very sick with 
pneumonia.
Hon. F. E. Timberlake, was up from 
Augusta, Friday.
Miss Eugenie Aldrich is in Portland for 
a few weeks’ visit.
Rev. W. V/. Ranney is at his home in 
Vermont for a few days.
Alton Brown has finished his engage­
ment at the Birch store.
Alton Brown is to take the place of 
Will Millett in the Creamery.
A Mr. Vining, from Massachusetts, is 
working for the Phillips Meat & Grocery 
Co.
Joseph Ellis is going to Rangeley to as­
sist in building the new boat for Luther 
Nile. Esq.
The milk-man failed to get around Sun­
day, the second time in about ten years. 
He was excusable.
Saturday morning the P/&  R. train had 
21. loaded freight cars, and the Sandy! 
River took down 12.
Arthur McLeary went to Lewiston, 
Thursday, to become a Shriner. No one 
else went from Phillips.
Potatoes, is the latest, and I think the 
right, solution of the groundnut question.
J. F. T o o t h a k e r .
Mellie Timberlake, Louise Atwood and 
Etta Brown each obtained 100 in rank, in 
all their studies last term, in the interme­
diate school.
D. D. G. M.. N. P. Noble, expects to 
visit Mystic Lodge, Weld, on Wednesday 
and Whitney Lodge at Canton, Thursday 
of this. week.
Fred Sweetser’ s team went to Sandy 
River Plantation for hay, Thursday. 
While returning, a horse cut one of its 
feet very badly.
Miss Mila C. Bangs, of this place, took 
the part of Bess Starbriglit, in the 
Drama, Among the Breakers, at Rumford 
Falls, Wednesday evening.
Elbridge Dill and son Robert, brought 
in two monster loads of pulp wood Friday, 
one load scaled one foot over two and a 
quarter cords, and the other two cords 
and four feet.
Owing to the hard rain and the 
wretched travelling, no services were held 
in either church on Sunda3’ . A Sabbath 
without church services cannot be remem­
bered for many years.
O. W. Russell took a load of goods to 
his cottage on Long Pond, Thursday. 
From there he drove to Rangeley and 
brought back his new Baker Tufts boat. 
He is now equipped for fish—or fish 
stories—next season.
An Armenian pack peddler is in this 
section. He had two sons murdered bjT the 
Turks, and is trying to raise rqoney to 
bring his wife and remaining children to 
this country. His story is vouched for by 
a clergyman in Kingfield.
Daniel Field, one of our oldest citizens, 
died at his home in West Phillips, Thursday 
Feb. 27. Mr. Field has been in poor health 
for some time, but his last illness was 
only of a short duration. He was 81 years 
of age. The funeral was held Saturday. 
Rev. Mr- Fultz, officiating.
Invitations were sent out sometime ago 
by Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Boston for a large 
party on the evening of Feb. 28, the seven­
teenth birthday’ of their only son Joseph. 
About forty-five were present on the oc­
casion and a very pleasant evening was 
passed. Refreshments of ice-cream, cake 
and fruit were served.
At the donation party given Rev. Mr. 
Fultz, on Thursday of last week, a large 
number were present and a very pleasant 
evening was enjoyed. Mr. Fultz is one of 
those who has the power to win and re­
tain friends, and. although comparatively 
a newcomer, he already has a large num­
ber on his list. A generous sum was left 
as a token of appreciation.
Col. Robinson returned Friday, coming 
via Kora Temple, Lewiston. He says the 
victim of the camel’ s wrath will be patched 
up and forwarded by freight.
A private letter from George D. Austin, 
informs us that he has been sick at Belle 
Plaine, Minn., for three months and that 
his physician will not let him start for 
California for two months yet. The first 
word he recieved from Maine, after reach­
ing Minneapolis, was through a copy of 
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s , which he discovered in 
the Letter Carrier’s hands, recognizing it 
by its yellow cover. It was for him, but 
through an error was addressed to an­
other Avenue.
The annual town meeting will take 
place Monday. March 16. The warrant 
calls for the usual business and in addi­
tion has articles asking the town to buy a 
road rake; to pay’ a bounty on bears, cap­
tured and killed in town and such portions 
of No. 6 Plantation that constitute a part 
of farms owned by tax payers of Phillips, 
to remain a law for five years; to accept 
two short roads in the village; to tax 
carriages, bicycles and musical instru­
ments; to strengthen the river bank near 
True & Beedv’s farm; to purchase books 
for the Free Public Library and for the 
support of said library.
A N ovel R e q u e st  fo r  B a la n c e  D ue.
U O me & I O U 
1,0 U 1 U O me 2 
Take 1 lrom 2 with N R G 
And send the $ U O me.
Phillips. J. F. T.
Way Down in F lorida .
During the winter of 1844. I made fre­
quent trips about the surrounding country 
from Apalachicola, at the mouth of the 
Chattahoochee river in West Forida. One 
morning Capt. Joe Hammond said to me 
“ my boat is in good condition, let us take 
a sail across the big oyster bods to St. 
Vincent Is'and.”  There w: re four of us in 
the party and in a short time our boat 
was anchored off shore and we were ma k­
ing our way through a thick growth of 
vines, briar bushes and a larger growth.
Near the middle of the island, which 
was perhaps two miles wide, we found a 
small lake of muddy water, filled with 
alligators. The trees about the lake were 
full of birds, we shot several, one called 
the “ Poor Joe.”  Capt. Joe had a large 
gun that when discharged with a heavy 
load would “ kick”  fearfully. At one time 
he shot a bird in a nearby’ high tree, the 
recoil of the gun threw him off his balance 
and over he went, as he saw the bird fall­
ing, he exclaimed “ I have beaten you all 
for I have killed a “ poor Joe”  at each end 
of my gun.”
Leaving this island we pass through the 
ship channel between St. Vincent and St. 
George. On the way me met a boat filled 
with men who had been on the latter island 
for gulls’ eggs, they had a bushel and a 
half, said thej’ took them all. When we 
reached there it looked to me as though 
the beach was covered with them, and 
thousands of white gulls were flying about. 
It is said that this island is their hatchery, 
they layr the eggs in the sand and the sun 
heats it so-hot that the gulls are hatched. 
I do not know what arrangement Nature 
makes for feeding the young when first out 
of the shell. The eggs are much used in 
cooking, but are not considered as good 
as those furnished by our domestic fowl, 
but the poorer classes use quantities of 
them. S eward Dill .
Soquel, California.
Thursday evening of last week the 
Board of Trade held an adjourned meeting 
at the Wigwam, and another Thursday 
evening of this week, to discuss town mat­
ters. Appropriations, the discount on 
taxes, methods of collecting, schools, 
highways, stone crusher, etc., arc the 
principal subjects discussed. Many good 
things have been said that ought to be 
helpful in correcting some wasteful 
methods.— Rumford Falls Times.
This shows how helpful a Board of 
Trade is to a town. There may he no 
“ wasteful methods”  here but it ’s a good 
place to talk up and discuss what should 
be and what should not lie.
1
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With the Sportsmen,
It is said that the best winter fishing 
in years is now being enjoyed at Moose- 
head lake. Some'tremendous togue have 
been taken, 15-pounds being by no means 
rare. There are many fishermen at the 
lake and there have been no complaints so 
far of poor success on the part of any of 
them.
Overcrowding fish in a pond is as bad as 
overcrowding human beings; they are apt 
to lack what goes to increase the size. 
Ed. Lowell says that in Little Island 
Pond, in a day’s fishing, one is pretty 
sure to get half a dozen trout, of abnoi’- 
mal shape. The heads will be large enough 
for a three-pound trout, but the bodies are 
lank and thin and the whole fish will 
weigh but about a pound. Mr. Lowell 
says the reason is there ai’e more fish in 
the pond than its limited feeding ground 
will sustain. ,
On the last trip out from Seven Pond 
Camps, Ed. Grant and Rufe Crosby found 
a trap set on a stream for beaver. They 
took it up and hid it. When Ed. Lowell, 
Will Grant and Rufe Crosby were in there 
recently they found an old French-Cana- 
dian, who had four beaver traps set. 
They told him about the law on trapping 
beaver and the old man became very much 
frightened, said he had caught none and 
would take his traps and go home. He 
informed them that several acquaintances 
of his, from an adjoining township, were 
over on Moose river hunting beaver. If 
not too late, our Game Commissioners 
had better send a warden up in that 
section.
At the annual meeting of the Kennebec 
Fish and Game Association in Waterville 
last week. Hon. A. M. Spear, in his after 
dinner remarks, denounced the leasing of 
large tracts of land, in Mdine, by foreign 
sportsmen. In this he has voiceu the 
sentiment of a vast majority of the citizens 
of the State, and outside#the few, who de­
rive benefits from such leases, there would 
be no minority vote. R a n g e l e y  L a k es  
does not, however, agree with the honor­
able gentleman regarding a license system 
for sportsmen from other states. Such a 
law would cut down the visitors to this 
State one-half; it. would not be the small 
sum demanded for a license to fish or 
shoot, but the principle, charging a man 
for the privilege of spending, and very 
liberally, too, his own money, would be 
the “ last straw,”  and even the “ camel, 
that so recently took our friend over the 
“ burning sands”  of “ Kora’s Mosque”  
would be under treatment for a broken 
back.
T h e  G r a te s t  H u n te r  o f  ’ E m  A ll.
•■Yes,”  said the meek-looking man 
“ I ’ ve no doubt you’ve had some great 
hunting experiences in your travels 
abroad.”
“ I have, indeed”
“ Buffalo hunting----- ”
“ Yes.”
•And bear hunting----- ”
“ Of course,”
“ Well, you just come round, and let my 
wife take you house hunting and bargain 
hunting with her. Then you’ ll begin to 
know what real excitement is.”
C row s Show  F ig h t.
Crows in large numbers have appeared 
along the New York and Pennsylvania 
border. This is unusually early for thpse 
birds to be in this latitude. They have 
assembled in one immense colony, and the 
weatherwise say their appearance is in­
dicative of an early spring. Whether that 
is true or not, there can be no doubt that 
this great colony of crows is made up of a 
lot of extremely hungry members; and, 
according to the reports, they are most 
annoyingly bold and persistent in their 
attempts to get something to eat. They 
flock in farm yards and steal the food 
intended for pigs, cows, sheep and chick­
ens. They also steal chickens and have 
made away with many pigeons, of which 
nearly every farmer in that region keeps a 
flock.
A man named Glassmeyer took his gun 
the other day and went out to shoot .into 
a flock of crows that had been particu­
larly destructive in their raids about his 
place. He killed a crow at the first fire, 
when the rest of the flock, with deafening 
cries, attacked him savagely. He tried to 
beat them off with his gun, but they 
swooped down on him so fiercely that he 
was obliged to run for his life. The crows, 
followed half a mile to his very door. He 
escaped into the house, his face and hands 
bleeding from wounds which the crows 
had inflicted with their beak and claws. 
The flock settled in the trees about the 
house and remained there until towai’d 
night, cawing and evidently waiting for 
Glassmeyer to come out. He did not go 
out, nor did any o f his household until 
the crows had departed for the general 
roost. --________
The following is from the Bangor Com 
mercial: While so much is being said and 
done in regard to the proteccion of game 
and of due reverence for the game laws of 
the state, it looks strange to one who has 
regard for the one • and respect for the 
other to see such articles as I quote below 
appearing in the papers of the state with­
out comment and apparently without any 
attention being paid to them by those 
whose duty it is to see that the laws are 
enforced. When actions are brought 
against men where the points of law are 
so conflicting that the courts and the 
prosecuting officers abandon them on ac­
count of the vagueness of the law, how 
can such a flagrant violation as is asserted 
in the following be overlooked?
Following is the article which I copy 
from the city papers:
“ The Portland Railroad Co. has re­
ceived a tame young cow moose, the first 
member of the animal family that is to in­
habit the company’s zoo this summer. 
This moose was captured by a wood cut­
ter in northern Maine when it was but a 
few days old and is as tame as a cow. It 
is very playful, will follow its keeper 
around like a dog. It used to play tag 
with the children in its frontier home. It 
is the first live moose seen in that part of 
the state in recent years and is a great 
curiosity. It lives on branches of trees 
and bannock which* the keepers mix up for 
it.”
section 9, of the Public 
says: “ Whoever * * * 
hunts, catches, kills, de­
in possession any cow or 
part thereof, forfeits not
Chapter 109,
Laws of 1S95, 
in any manner, 
stroys, or has 
calf moose, or 
less than $100 nor more than $300 for every 
* * cow or calf moose so hunted, kil­
led, destroyed or had in possession, and be 
imprisoned 36 days, etc., etc.
As I do not see in the laws any extemp- 
tion in favor of “ wood cutters or the 
Portland Railroad Co.”  from the opera­
tion of the law I do not see why this is 
not a most proper subject for inquiry into 
by the officers employed by the State for 
that purpose.
The Deluge of ’96.
[Continued from page 1],
Station Agent Butler at West Farming- 
ton, as that will be the terminus till 
futher notice.
The Monday morning train left West 
Farmington on time but returned at night, 
having gone no further than North Jay.
The Farmington town meeting has been 
adjourned till the 9th.
The bridge and dam at Ghesterville were 
both carried away.
The wires did not work from Saturday 
night till Monday morning, and then all 
mesages had to be transferred at Leeds 
Junction. Late Tuesday afternoon con­
nection was made with Portland.
At Otis Falls.
Nothing like the high water of Sunday 
and Monday has been known here since 
’69—and of coui’se the damage is now thou­
sands of times greater. The bridge, and 
the pulp and paper plant, suffered a dam­
age which cannot as yet be estimated.
A t L iv e rm o re .
Thousands of dollars damage wras done 
to the Umbagog Pulp Company’s mill. 
A t J a y  B rid g e .
The roads in the village are blocked from 
10 to 15 ft. deep with ice and wreckage.
A t E a s t  L iv e rm o re .
One hundred feet of the Maine Central 
track at this place was washed out and 
traffic is entirely suspended. The dam 
was carried away.
A t L iv e rm o re  F a lls .
The rush of water broke many booms 
and millions of logs have gone out to sea. 
The County bridge across the Andro­
scoggin was swept away and all the piers 
and both abutments went with it. The 
damage to the Record’s Pulp Mill is esti­
mated at $25,000. The damage all along 
the Androscoggin valley is the greatest in 
history.
A t C a n to n .
The village of Canton is flooded with 
water; caused by an ice jam above.
A t B r e tto n ’s  M ills .
> Three dams and two bridges were 
carried away, beside a grist mill, saw mill 
and carriage manufactory.
A t  N o rth  T u r n e r .
A saw mill and carding 
washed away. The bridge 
Androscoggin was carried off.
A t L e w isto n .
The two bridges connecting Lewiston 
and Auburn were both carried away and 
the problem of “ how to fix North Bridge”  
is settled forever.
A t R u m fo r d  F a lls .
The damage is very great. One mill 
was swept away.
G e ttin g  S t a it h t e n e d  O u t.
The mails for Augusta. Hallowell and 
Gardiner, were sent out Wednesday from 
Portland, by the way of Waterville.
mill were 
across the
More Books for Phillips Readers.
The following new books were added to 
the Free Public Library, Feb. 13-26.
FICTION.
Burnham, Clara L. The Wise Woman. 
Carey, Rosa N. Not Like Other Girls. 
Cervantes, Don Quixote.
Cooper, J. F. The Spy.
Crockett, S. R. Bog-Myrtle and Peat. 
Douglas, Amanda A Sherburne Romance. 
Ralph, Julian People We Pass.
Sclireiner.Olive Dream Life and Real Life. 
Smart, Hawley Breezie Langton.
Stevenson, Robert L. Treasure Island.
J U V E N IL E  F IC T IO N .
Butterwortb, Hezekiali
The Knight of Liberty. 
Henty. G. A. With Lee in Virginia.
By England’s Aid. 
The Lion of St. Mark. 
One of the 28th.
Kipling, Rudyard
The Second Jungle’Book. 
Marryat, Capt. Snarleyow.
Molesworth, Mrs. Blanche.
Plympton, A. G. Dorothy and Anton. 
Seawell, Molly E. Paul Jones.
B IO G R A P H Y .
Mackenzie, A. S.
Insects and Insecticides. 
Life of Commodore Perry, 2 vols. 
Letters of Celia Thaxter.
Nixon, Oliver W.
How Marcus Whitman Saved Oregon.
HISTORY.
Earle, Alice Morse
The Sabbath in Puritan New England. 
Fiske, John History of the United States. 
Moore, Nina Pilgrims and Puritans. 
Roosevelt and Lodge,
Hero Tales from American History.
TRAVEL.
Davis, R. H.
Smith. F. Hopkinson
SOCIOLOGY.
Harrison, Elizabeth
A Study of Child Nature.
NATURE AMD SCIENCE.
Lubbock, John Ants, Bees and Wasps. 
Proctor, R. A. The Expanse of Heaven.
“  Light Science for
Leisure Hours. 
Van Dyke, Henry Little Rivers.
Weed, Clarence M.
RELIGION.
Ederslieim, Alfred Jesus the Messiah. 
Gordon, Geo. A. The Christ of To-Day.
ESSAYS.
Barrie, J. M. An Edinburgh Eleven.
Hill, Adams S. The Principles of Rhetoric.
POETRY.
Browning’s Complete Poetical Works. 
Field, Eugene Love Songs of Childhood.
With Trumpet and Drum. 
Stedman, E. C. A Victorian Anthology. 
Stevenson, R. L. Child’s Garden of Verse. 
MISCELLANEOUS.
Bartlett, John Familiar Quotations. 
DeForest, Julia B. A Short History of Art. 
Henderson, Peter Gardening for Profit. 
Ormsbee, Agnes B.
The House Comfortable. 
Wheeler, Candace Household Art.
Johnson’s Universal Cyclopaedia. 
Larned, J. R.
History for Ready Reference.
About Paris. 
Well-Worn Roads.
Dallas.
Two weeks more have been added to our 
school.
It is a bad time for sick horses in this 
place, two are quite sick now.
James Nile is very low with heart 
trouble.
Clista Nile has been sick for a long time 
but is now on the gain.
Willia^i Collins is hauling birch to 
Rangeley this winter.
Rediugtou Notes.
The lumbering crews look blue.
L. R. Rand was in Phillips, Saturday.
The heavy rains nearly carried off the 
snow about the town.
Rev. W. W. Ranney preached an excel­
lent sermon last Sunday.
“ Must have more snow,”  say the men, 
and when this rain soaked snow freezes, 
we have a good bottom to work on.”
It took Paymaster Eaton two whole 
nights to tell Noble Young the fun they 
had at the Shriners dedication at Lewis­
ton.
It ’s no use to talk about what will 
happen if the snow does go off and leave 
the logs in the woods, they wouldn’ t stay 
then. The Company will manage some­
thing to get them out.
6 RANGELEY LAKES
WASHINGTON SOCIETY CHEATED
O ut o f  a M u rd er  Trial in a Very 
Shrew d M an ner.— G ossip  
fr o m  th e  Capital.
I Special correspondence of Rangeley L akes] .
W a s h in g t o n . D . C.. Mar. 8, 1898.—Mrs. 
Cleveland isn’ t keeping Lent, not even as 
a period of rest. On the contrary, she 
has been unusually active since Lent be­
gan. She has been a member of several 
theatre parties, which is a good thing in a 
financial way for the local managers, as 
many, who would have hesitated about 
the propriety of going to the theatre dur­
ing Lent, will decide to follow the example 
of “ the first lady in the land.”  Mrs. 
Cleveland has also entertained friends at 
the White House upon several occasions 
within the past week, the largest gather­
ing being to hear Mrs. Grace Le Baron 
Upham, the Boston authoress, read selec­
tions from her own works.
The class of people who fifid enjoyment 
in criminal trials in which the defendant 
is a person of prominence, which, by the 
way, is unusually large in Washington, 
are all in a state of mind, because they 
think they have been cheated out of an 
expected show, by the shrewdness of Miss 
Elizabeth M. Flagler’s lawyers. Last 
summer Mis%, Flagler, who is a daughter 
of Gen. Daniel W. Flagler, U. S. A., was 
unfortunate enough to kill a small colored 
boy who was in the act of pilfering fruit 
from her father’s garden. She said she 
merely fired the revolver to frighten the 
boy off, and the coroner’s jury belieyed 
her, and brought in a verdict of acci­
dental homicide and exculpated her. This 
didn’ t suit some people, and after a num­
ber of indignation meetings had been held 
and reams of paper used in writing to the 
local papers the case was brought to the 
attention of the grand jury and Miss 
Flagler was indicted for manslaughter. 
Then the aforesaid class began to smack 
their mouths in anticipation of the trial, 
which they hoped to see prolonged for at 
least a week or ten days. They have ever 
since been on the alert to find out when 
the trial would begin, but the first they 
knew their hopes had all been dashed to 
the ground and the whole thing was over. 
Thursday morning Judge Cox opened the 
Criminal court half an hour earlier than 
usual. Consequently there was nobody 
around except the Court employes, the 
interested parties, and, of course, the 
newspaper men, who had managed to get 
a tip on what was going on. As soon as 
the court was called to order, Miss Flag­
ler’s leading counsel arose and pleaded 
guilty, in the name of his client, to in­
voluntary manslaughter. The district A t­
torney accepted the plea, and the Judge 
sentenced Miss Flagler to three hours’ im­
prisonment in jail and to pay a fine of 
•8500, and the trial of a prominent society 
woman for murder was over. Gen. Flag­
ler paid the fine. Miss Flagler, accom­
panied by her father, her aunt, and a 
deputy marshal, was driven to the jail 
and served her three hours’ sentence in the 
matron’s room, without removing her hat 
or wraps, and was then taken home, thus 
forever ending the whole unfortunate 
business, and disappointing thousands of 
morbidly-inclined people who would have 
derived pleasure from her suffering had 
she pleaded not guilty and stood a trial. 
Most people believe that a jury would have, 
acquitted Miss Flagler, but her father 
preferred paying the fine and having her 
serve the nominal sentence to having her 
undergo the mortification of a long jury 
trial.
Mrs. KcKee is still in Washington, be­
ing now the guest of Mrs. Senator Elk­
ins. Mrs. Swann gave an elegant luncheon 
in her honor this week.
Vice-President Stevenson and his two 
daughters have gone to Boston, where 
they will be the guests of the Misses Sin­
clair, daughters of Hon. Charles A. Sin­
clair.
A little story has been going the rounds 
of the Congressmen at the House end of
I the'Capitol during the last few days which 
! is strictly true, and which could have oc- 
j curred in no other country than the United 
! States. Not quite fifty years ago ■»& Bre­
men bark sailed up the Potomac river, 
bound for Alexandria, Va., then a thriv­
ing port, to take on a cargo of tobacco. 
When opposite Mt. Vernon the bark was 
compelled by contrary winds to anchor 
for a few hours. Among the seamen on 
the bark was a young German, who, being 
a graduate of the Bremen High School, 
knew that the grave of George Washing­
ton was at Mt. Vernon. He asked and 
obtained permission to go ashore and 
visit the tbmb. He did so, and then and 
there resolved to become an American 
citizen. To-day that young man is Hon. 
Frederick Halterman, representing the old 
Sam Randall district in the House. 
There’s romance for you.
Here’s a Good True Story.
“ If there is one thing I despise more 
than another,”  remarked a gentleman the 
other day, “ it is a man who does not re­
gard the truth with sacred awe. I notice 
that the local papers are full of big egg, 
big pumpkin, and other stories of that 
sort that have little real merit in them, 
and I fear that some of them do not even 
have the redeeming virtue of being strictly 
true. I believe they are exaggerated. 
What does a story amount to if it is not 
true? Any fool can make up a lie. I hate 
a liar. Here’s my story:
“ I was down in Indiana County the 
other day and stopped at a farm house 
for dinner. After dinner I sat down on 
the porch to take a smoke. I saw an old 
hen hobbling about in a very awkward 
way, and I said to the farmer’s wife:
“  ‘Madam, what is the matter with that 
hen?’
“  ‘That hen,’ said she, ‘is lame. It has 
an artificial leg.’
“  ‘Oh, it has, has it?’
1 “ Yes. You know there was some very 
cold weather last winter, and one night 
the hen froze her leg off. I pitied her. I 
nursed her and doctored her up, and she 
finally got well. But she couldn’ t walk 
on one leg. So I just stuck a clothespin 
on the stump of her leg, tied a string 
around it to hold it on, and she does very 
well with it.’
“ ‘Well, well,”  I said, ‘if that isn’ t 
strange.’
“ ‘Yes,’ replied the good lady with a 
smile, ‘but that isn’ t the strange part of 
it.’
“  ‘No!’
“  ‘No, indeed. The strange part of ity  
happened afterward, and one would 
scarcely believe it if one hadn’ t seen it 
with one’s own eyes. This spring that 
hen with the clothespin leg wanted to 
hatch. I didn’ t think she cauld. ’Fraid 
she’d break the eggs with her stump. But 
I kind o ’ pitied her, ’cause she was a 
cripple, and I put 13 eggs under her. She 
stuck right to her business for three weeks 
and never broke an egg—hatched out 
every chicken.’
“  ‘Well,’ said I, ‘ that is not so remark­
able.’ ;
“ ‘No,’ replied the woman, ‘ that was 
not so very odd, but that isn’ t it. The 
funny part of it was that every one of 
those little chickens had a wooden leg. ” — 
Punxsutawney Spirit.
Borrowed from  “ Cosy C om er.”
COTTAGE pudding .
X  cup sugar, 1 egg beaten together, 
cup milk, 1 large tablespoonful butter; 1 
cup flour, %  teaspoon cream tartar, % 
teaspoon soda, sifted together. Beat all 
together two minutes, and bake in a quick 
oven.
A teaspoonful of borax put in the last 
water in which clothes are rinsed will 
whiten them surprisingly. Pound the 
borax so it will dissolve easily. This is 
especially good to remove the yellow that 
time gives to white garments that have 
been laid aside for two or three years.
When You Use
I
W h i t e  h e a d ,
OR
PAINTS,
Be Sure and Get the
Burgess, F obes& C o .
W A R R A N T E D  PURE LEAD,
OR THE
P O R T L A N D  LIQUID P AIN TS.
These are warranted strictly 
pure. The Lead is corroded by 
the old Dutch process and ground 
very fine in pure bleached linseed 
oil. The result is a lead very 
white and of stronger covering 
properties than any other lead.
It costs no more to put on good 
material than poor. By using 
the B u r g e s s , F ores & Co. Goods, 
you will be sure ot a good job, 
and one that will last.
The Portland Colors are Stand­
ard for quality and shade.
6m29
H enry T ibbetts,
H orseshoer and General
BLACKSMITH.
Job Work of All Kinds.
RANGELEY. : : : MAINE.
LEROY A. SMITH,
Iilnefcsin i th.
Specialist in Horse-Shoeing.
R A N G E L E Y , : : M A IN E .
PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS,
Monuments,
HEADSTONES, TABLETS,
MANTLE SHELVES, AND
CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS,
DONE TO ORDER.
W .  B .  H O Y T ' ,
B o x  3 0 8 ,  f l - i I l l i p H ,  M e .
All Orders by Mail or Telegraph promptly 
attended to.
Rangeley Lakes solicits your orders 
for Job Printing.
tL
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> Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat-J 
?ent business co n d u c t e d  for  M od erate  F e e d .
$ O ur  O f f i c e  i s  O p p o s i t e  U .  3 .  P a t e n t  O  ffi c  e tJand we can secure patent in less time than 
r^emote from Washington. S
Send model, drawing or photo,, with descrip-? 
>tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free of? 
c^harge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. S 
t A Pamphlet, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with? 
Jcost of same in the U. S. and foreign countries? 
Jscnt free. Address, ?
} . A . G H a © W & C O . |
* O p p . P a t e n t  O f f i c e , W a s h i m p C.  <
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? F ora 
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to 
MUNN & CO., who have had nearlyflfty years’ 
experience in the patent business. Communica­
tions strictly confidential. A H andbook of In­
formation concerning Patents and bow to ob­
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan­
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice in the Scientific A m erican , and 
thus are brought widely before the public with­
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper, 
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the 
largest circulation of any scientific work in the 
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single 
copies, 2 5  cents. Every number contains beau­
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new 
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the 
latest designs and secure contracts. Address 
MUNN & CO.. New Yoke, 3U1 Bkoadway.
E S T A B L IS H E D ,  1863.
H U N K Y
D e n i e r  I n
Foreign and American 
Marble and Granite
Monuments,
Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,
T E M P L E ,  MAINE.
LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous of locating 
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from 
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con­
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50 
miles from the ocean, just brought into the 
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San 
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo­
ple to leave Maine, hut if any are coming here. 
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per 
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts 
of the state for $400 per acre. Climate line. 
Well wooded, pine and oak. Good water. 
This is the best chance for a poor man to get 
land and make a start of any place I have seen 
in this state. For particulars write or call on
me.
Address. SEWARD DILL.
Soquel, Santa Cruz Co., California; br 
A. R. BOOTH.
El Paso de Robles, San Louis Obispo 
Co., Cal.
Job Printing n,:™ 'htk,.
A t  R a n g e le y  L a k e «  P r in tin g  Office.
RANGELEY LAKES
T o o C lev er F o r  T h e m .
A certain captain included among his 
cargo a couple of gallon jars of fine brandy. 
Incidentally he also included a remarkably 
smart and intelligent cabin boy. Tlai 
worthy skipper had a deep rooted aversion 
to the inconvenient curiosity of the reve­
nue officers. In short, he desired to land 
his brandy without their aid.
Upon berthing his vessel alongside thu 
quay a plank was pushed on to the jetty, 
and as soon as the officer came within a 
few yards the cabin boy, carrying the jars, 
stepped ashore and was immediately ac­
costed by the customs officer.
“ Well, my lad, what, have you got 
there?”
“ Can’t tell you, sir.”
“ But you must.”
“ Captain said I wasn’t to, sir.”
“ Oh, but I ’m a custom house officer, my 
boy, and if you don’t tell me what you 
have there I shall call that constable yon­
der and have you arrested.”
“ Well, sir, captain’ll just kill me if ho 
knows. Ho said I was to take the jars to
M r.------”  (mentioning the officer’s name),
“ 12 B------street, with his compliments.”
“ Oh, yes; I see. It ’s all right. I ’m 
M r.------. Hei'e’s a shilling for your hon­
esty, and, see, go out this way.”
The officer is still waiting for the arriv­
al of that boy and brandy and will have 
to wait.—Strand Magazine.
T h e G lass W a s  C rooked, b u t C lea rer.
“ The glazier of 50 years ago,”  says a 
Maine man of experience in the business, 
“ worked differently from what we do to­
day. Glass was very costly then compared 
with present prices, and much of it was so 
warpod and crooked it would be a curios­
ity in these times. Owing to the cost, we 
had to be very careful in setting it, and 
the glazier of that day had to be a wood 
carver as well as a man of putty. The 
warped panes would be laid into the sash 
and their shape ‘ scribed’ on the wood un­
derneath. This was then cut away, so as 
to make the glass fit into place. Now­
adays the glass is tolerably true and be­
sides is so cheap that wo never stand for a 
fit. It is sprung into its place, and if it 
breaks it is thrown aside. The old crooked 
glass was, some of it, of superior quality'. 
This was known as Boston crown glass, 
or Berkshire crystal. It was clearer and 
more brilliant than most modern glass. 
Only the better quality houses had this 
kind, but there are still many old resi­
dences throughout Maine in which it may 
be found.” —Lewiston Journal.
H e  H o lle r e d  I t .
Colonel T. A. Dodge is responsible for 
the following story of a negro preacher 
whose congregation habitually made a 
great racket every Sunday. Upon being 
questioned, the old man, with evident sor­
row for the ignorance of the colonel, said, 
“ Doan you know the Lawd’s Prayer?” 
“ Of course,”  replied the colonel, “ but 
what has that to do with it?”  “ Doan de 
Lawd’s Prayer say hollered by thy name?”  
feplied the all wise preacher.
Order.
Order is a lovely nymph, the child of 
fceauty and wisdom; her attendants are 
tomfort, neatness and activity; her abode 
is the valley of happiness; she is always to 
be found when sought for, and never ap­
pears so lovely as when compared with her 
opponent, disorder.—Johnson.
Quite a  D ifference.
“ What’s the matter, William?”  said the 
wealthy householder. “ Anything $one 
wrong?”
“ Not exactly gone wrong, air; but I 
want a new understanding.”
“ What about?”
“ My pay, sir.”
“ Why, you get very good wages for a
cook.”  x
“ Yes, sir. They does very well for a 
eook, sir. But I overheard you when you 
were talking to your friends, sir. You 
called me your chef.”
“ Well, you ought to be complimented.”
“ Yes, sir. I ’m complimented. But busi­
ness is business. I can’t bo a chef for less 
than $3,000 a year. Wages is all right for 
a cook, but a chef has to hove a salary.” — 
Washington Star.
N o t A lw a y s th e  Sam e.
“ You don’t seem to caro much for orig­
inal ideas,”  said the contributor, with a 
sneer, as ho gathered up his manuscript.
“ No,”  replied tho zero blooded editor, 
“ we'd rather have good ones.” —Washing­
ton Star.
In response to numerous requests to “ publish the ad. you 
ran in the Phillip'ian,”  we insert it below.
Rangeley Lakes.
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T h e  U n h a n dsom e  
B a b y .
A TRUE STORY.
Once on a time there 
lived in a pretty little 
cottage a young farm­
er and-Lis wife.
They were happy, but 
poor. It was one of 
those cases you read 
about, “ love in a cot­
tage.” The young hus­
band was not hand­
some. far from it, very 
far, indeed. In truth, 
he was decidedly home­
ly. And the baby look­
ed just like its pa. All 
the neighborhood came 
to see the mother and 
the baby, but not one 
of them said a word 
about the little inno­
cent. either good, bad 
or indifferent. This 
grieved the poor moth­
er, and fiinally, when 
a good old lady came 
in, she could bear it no 
longer. Checking her 
tears she said, “ Have­
n’t you a word for the 
baby?” The old lady 
looked the little thing 
over, adjusted her 
specs, and after some 
hesitation replied, “ It’s 
a nice long baby.”
It was our intention 
to make a long story 
out of this, but we cut 
it short to tell you that 
when you see Range- 
ley  Lakes there will 
be no hesitation on 
your part, for you will 
say at once, “ What a 
beauty.”
It only costs one dol­
lar for 52 numbers of 
Rangeley Lakes—not 
so very much per week, 
is it? Hadn’t you bet­
ter try it a year?
Rangeley Lakes. T lie  T a le  o f  the T a l l  o f  a  C a t.
This is u s ! W e’re only a little older 
than The Phillipian. Got a good start, 
though. Robust and strong Nothing 
like the pure air and pure water o f  Ran­
geley. Do we live on them? Well, 
hardly, but they are free, so we use an 
abundance. But we do printing. We 
got up this paper. Like the looks o f it? 
Do just as good work for you. Do it 
just as cheap as good work can be done. 
Try us. Ever see RANGELEY LAKES? 
I f  you wish to see a live newspaper send 
us your address; or, better still, send a 
dollar with it and we will call ’ round 
every week for  a year.
H  e i t e t  1 P r i n t i n g
Never heard of a cat 
with two tails? Well, 
that’s funny. We’ll tell 
you about one, a Ran­
geley cat. and a black 
cat at that. Solid black, 
all but half an inch of 
the tip of its tail. That 
is white. Looks as if it 
had been hfeld by the 
tip of its tail and dip­
ped into black dye, or 
else the tip of the tail 
had been dipped into 
white dye. Anyway it 
makes a funny tail and 
we have just told about 
it in this tale, which 
makes two, and only 
one cat.
Moral : — Don’t get 
muddled. You won’t if 
you intrust your job 
printing to us.
IS ONE OF OUR
G IVES
A L L  T H E  NEWS.
Rangeley Lakes.
B E S T
F O R  A D V E R T IS IN G .
Ever see or hear of 
Old Higgins? Peculiar 
old character, isn’t he? 
Tells fortunes and all 
that sort of thing. Sees 
the future as clear­
ly as he does the 
pagt. He’s a poet, too. 
Costs but a dime for a 
couplet. It’s worth it, 
for he puts more truth 
in two lines than half 
the publishers in the 
country can squeeze 
into a whole issue. 
Here is his production 
last Summer:
The Rangeley Lakes.
It takes the cakes.
M E R C A N T I L E  W O R K  
© OF A L L  D ESCRIPTIO NS © 
A t  R e a s o n a b l e  P r i e e s .
I f  O ut A n c e s to r s  
W e r e  M o n k e y s ,
Don’t monkey with 
a Blacksmith when
you want good......
printing. Try us. 
We do the very 
best.........................
Put this m
$
Into a tasty advertisement in Rangeley Lakes 
and it will come back to you with
$  $  ^  $  $
Job Printing
And if you continue to put your 
$ NEATLY EXECUTED,
Into advertising, you will some day have a 
bank account of many
$  $  $  jp|S $  $  $
A t  This O FFICE .
T H E  WRONG MAN C AUG H T.
A  Zealo us Cop M isses T w o  T h ieves, bu l 
C aptures T h e ir  P u rsuer.
A truva considerably over 6 feet tall, 
with snow white hair, and wearing a frock 
coat that reached below his knees and a 
soft hat, rushed out of the office of an elec­
tric burglar alarm company of Brooklyn 
about 3 o ’clock a few mornings ago and 
started down Fulton street at a lively pace. 
After going about a block and a half he 
stopped in front of a largo store, and, 
glancing at the number, ran into the door­
way and roughly shook the handles of the 
big doors. Everything apparently was all 
right there, for lie darted around the cor­
ner. Just as he did so two men, seeing 
him comingon therun, jumped away from 
a door about half way down tho block and 
made off as fast as their legs could carry 
them, with the tall man after them in hot 
pursuit.
Tho chase continued for about a block, 
with the tall man gaining rapidly, when a 
policeman turned the cCrner. Seeing the. 
three men all apparently running away 
from some one or something, ho made a 
grab at the first two and missed them. 
Then he grabbed the tall man and hung 
on tightly, despite his struggles to get 
away. When, after a moment or two, he 
Jjad partly recovered his voice, the tall 
man, pointing after tho two men, who 
were now mere shadows in the distance, 
exclaimed:
“ Don’t bother about me; them’s the 
two. Quick, or they’ll be gone.”
“ Oh, don’t let them two worry you,’ ' 
said the policeman. “ I ’ve got you, anc 
I ’ll get them later.”
“ Well, I ’ll be blanked!”  ejaculated ths 
tall man. “ Say, do you know who I am?’
“ Yes, a pretty fly crook, I don’t think, 
so como along,”  answered the policeman, 
attempting to move on with him.
The tall man grabbed him by the shoul­
ders and tried to explain.
“ Don't, put your hands on an officer of 
the law, or it will bo worse for you,”  said 
the policeman, getting excited.
“ But I ’m a special. I work for tho bur­
glar alarm company,”  said tho tall man.
“ Nit,”  said the policeman. “ You’re 
pretty good, but I ’ ve got a few medals my­
self.”
“ Hero,”  said tho tall man, attempting 
to open his coat, but tho policeman inter­
rupted him by drawing his club and yell­
ing:
“ Don’t pull that on me, or I ’ll smash 
this cn your nut.”
“ Pull what?”  asked the tall man. “ I was 
going to show you my shield.”  And then 
he pulled open his coat, and there on the 
lapel of his waistcoat was a bright shield. 
The policeman stepped closer and read the 
shield, after which he held out his hand to 
the tall man to shako. He hesitated for a 
moment, but finally both hands clasped, 
and there was a shake and a laugh.
“ Don’t give this away,”  said the police­
man, “ for I ’m a green cop on probation.”
“ Oh, yes,”  said the tall man, “ you’re 
green, but I ’m out five.”
When asked by the policeman to explain 
about the“ five,”  hesaid his companypaid 
$5 extra for a capture,—New York Sun.
M olasses P a v em en t.
E. Fiurke, the head chemist of a sugar 
refinery at Chino, Cal., has invented a 
queer pavement. It is made mostly of 
molasses, the kind used having been a ref­
use product hitherto believed to be utter­
ly worthless. It is simply mixed with a 
certain kind of sand to about the consist­
ency of asphalt and laid like an asphalt 
pavement. The composition dries quickly 
and becomes permanently hard. The heat 
of the sun, instead of softening it, makes 
tho pav. ment harder and drier. A block 
of the composition successfully Withstood 
repeated blows of a machine hammer and 
showed no signs of cracking or bending.—• 
New York Tribune.
J u st P raisin g  a  H a p p y  P rivilege .
If a man deserves praise, be sure that 
you give it to him, else you not only run n 
chance of driving him from tho right road 
by want of encouragement, but you de 
prive yourself of the happiest privilege you 
will ever have of rewarding his labor.— 
Buskin. ________________
The most painful part of our bodily pain 
is that which is bodiless, or immaterial— 
namely, our impatience and the delusion 
that it will last forever.—Richter.
The hen is the most exclusive of aA 
birds. She doesn’t allow any chicks abottft 
her that don’t belong to her set.
1
AMONG THE ORDERS.
S o c ie ty  N o tes, R a n g e le y .
Saturday. Mar. 14. Regular meeting Rangeley 
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden 
Cross. Meet in Church. Vestry.
Wednesday p. m.. Mar. 11, Regular meeting 
W. C. T. U.. at the Library.
Rangeley Lodge. No. '200, I. O. G. T., meet in 
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even­
ing. _______________•
S o c ie ty  N o tes, P h illip s .
Monday. Mar. 9, Regular meeting Mt. Abram 
Lodge, No. 05, A. O. U. W. Hall in Bates 
Block.
Tuesday. Mar. 10. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O. 
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Apr. 1. Regular Commumcaion, 
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M.. 
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, Mar. 5, Regular meeting Cushman 
Post. No. 87, G. A. R.. at Grange HalL at 
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, Mar. 5, Regular meeting Woman’s 
Relief Corps at Grange Hall. 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, Mar. 7, North Franklin Grange, No. 
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall. 
Election.
Saturday, Mar. 7, Regular meeting Phillips 
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold­
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
\
Local Paragraphs.
The snow settled fast Friday.
Natt Ellis is expected home soon.
Clarence Hinkley is able to be out.
James Wilcox was at home Sunday.
Emery Haley is out from Camp Cari­
bou.
The Dramatic Club has developed several 
scenic artists.
John Chadwick, of Upper Dam, was in 
town, Saturday.
The reserved seat sale for ’ ‘Uncle Josh”  
started with a rush.
Hauling lumber has got to cease till 
there comes a freeze-up.
J. A. Nile is home from the Normal 
School at Farmington.
James Mathieson is home from Kent’s 
Hill for a two-week’s vacation.
There were no services at the church 
Sunday on account of the storm.
We are glad to report that Mrs. Eugene 
Smith is much improved in health.
Miss Grace Libby, of Pittsfield, was the 
guest of Mrs. Geo. M. Esty over Sunday.
John McCannon, boss of the log train 
on the P. & R., was in town over Sun­
day.
Howard, the infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. I. Herrick, has been very sick this week, 
but is now recovering.
Mrs. John Thibedeau, who has been 
staying at Pleasant Island, has returned 
to her home in Farmington.
All along the P. & R. track the little 
streams were running wild on Monday, 
and all the low and hollow places were 
filled.
Owing to the loss of bridges and wash­
outs, the Maine Central made no connec­
tion with the train for Rangeley. Monday, 
consequently no mail from outside the 
County.
This week’s Boston Sunday Herald 
issues as a supplement a dainty little 
theatre, complete in all its appointments 
and offering for its initial bill uThe 
Mikado.”
We notice that Frank Cain, who moved 
the Rangeley Lake House, was a candi­
date for councilman on the democratic 
ticket in Lewiston—and, if he can juggle 
majorities as he does hotels, he ought to 
have got there!
DANA’S Sarsaparilla is not only the best 
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, 
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but if no 
benefit, you can get your money back. The 
same guarantee applies to D a n a ’ s Pills, 
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by 
Jo h X H a l e t , Agent.
RANGELEY LAKES.
George Hoar went back into the woods 
; Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Worth ley has not been quite 
; as well the past week.
I The ’ -buttonholer”  is abroad. Phillips 
town meeting a week from Monday.
Mrs. Emma F. Miller, of Monmouth, is 
visiting her son, Mr. F. W. Miller.
Ed Lowell, Will Grant and Rufe Crosby 
returned from Seven Pond Camps, Tues- 
| day.
The snow Monday night, caused a 
return to the woods of those who were 
out during the rain.
That proposed site for a base ball 
ground has been more suitable for aquatic 
sports since Sunday.
Pennell, the Portland ship builder who 
is to build the new steamer for Luther 
Nile, will be here next week.
The storm didn’ t do anything by halves; 
when it rained it rained for all it was 
worth; and ditto, when it snowed.
George Hoar came from LeBretton’s 
Camp at Redington, Monday. He found 
the water ankle deep much of the way.
The rate of taxation in Rumford is only 
eighteen mills on a dollar; that is how 
bringing business to a town helps out.
Charles Soule’s baby is very sick.
H. T. Kimball went to Redington, Tues­
day.
Mr. Frank Sampson went to Temple 
Wednesday.
The masons have finished up at the 
Mountain View.
Arthur Ainburg was out from Kenne- 
bago, Tuesday.
There are 215 voters in town according 
to the new list.
The hang-up on freight shuts off the 
usual supply of meats.
Miss Hortense Nile went to Temple Wed­
nesday to visit friends.
Enoch Whitcomb and Ned Adams, of 
Farmington, were in town Tuesday.
Landlord Bowley has two horses that 
are very sick, the trouble coming on sud­
denly.
We expect to see lots of the town’s 
people, who are engaged in the woods, at 
the dranja to-night.
Charles Quimbv reports roads from 
Broadview Farm to Rangeley, nearly im­
passable in places.
The party just back from Seven Ponds 
report quantities of deer tracks, but they 
saw no signs of moose.
Supt. Davis telegraphed Station Agent 
Miller Tuesday to hire all the men he 
could to help clear the track of snow-ice 
and water; but only two men* responded 
to the call.
We are pained to chronicle the death of 
Mrs. L. L. Lincoln, wife of Supt. Lincoln 
of the Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes 
R. R., which occured at Rumford Falls 
last Friday.
Ed. Grant is .progressing on “ The Maine 
Camp”  for the Sportsmen’s Exposition, 
and by the way, the name is very appro­
priate, general enough for all, and all can 
claim an interest in it.
The candidates for County office are 
multiplying. Cannot Rangeley furnish its 
quota! The last for Senatorial honors is 
Strong, which presents the name of Wash­
ington L. Daggett, Esq.
If oil continues its upward march 
another season, we will have to put in an 
electric light plant. Within the next few 
months it is expected that the electrical 
improvements will bring the cosj; of that 
kind of lighting very low.
Dr. Rollin, of Phillips, will be at the 
Oquossoc House next Wednesday and 
Thursday, Mar. 10 and 11. With the 
Doctor’s new chemicals, it is a pleasure to 
have teeth extracted, especially those that 
have been aching for weeks.
Want of time and the deep snows have 
prevented R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  from making 
a tour of inspection through the new 
Rangeley Lake House, but from the pro­
prietors and Mr. Haley, we learn that the 
work is nearing completion. The office 
and dining room floors will be down in a 
few days, and it is only a few weeks now 
before the guests will begin to arrive.
Concerning a man well-known in Range- 
ley, the Boothbay Register has the fol­
lowing: “ One of the best showing and 
most compact stores ever in town is that 
of F. B. Greene’s now in the northern half 
of the Register Building. It is shelved so 
as to make every inch of room available 
and is literally crammed with goods, yet 
still systematically and finely arranged. 
It is a regular city store.”
The field of the telephone is to be ex­
tended. It is understood that the Frank­
lin Telephone Co., of Farmington, and the 
Rangeley Telephone Co., have arranged a 
sort of a union in the exchange of busi­
ness. Several new ’ phones are to be put 
in at Phillips. Among them Col. Robin­
son will have one at his store and at his 
house, a new one has been put in at the 
hardware store, Hon. F. E. Timberlake 
will have one at his office and at his camp, 
Marsquamosy, on the shore of the lake. 
A switch board will be placed at the cen­
tral office in Phillips and users can talk 
with nearly every town in the County.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Blodgett, were cal­
led home from Redington last week by the 
illness of Mrs. Blodgett’s father.
Lewis Bowley of the Mountain View, 
drove up Wednesday, and says he never 
saw roads so badly drifted. At one plaee 
the drifts are ten feet deep.
The drama “ Uncle Josh”  will be repeated 
next week, Tuesday Evening, Nov. 10, for 
the benefit of those who could not attend 
March 4th. Special trains from Phillips 
and Redington.
The train from Rangeley Wednesday 
morning reached Redington on time. 
Supt. Davis left Phillips at 7.30 a . m., 
with snow train and had not reached Red­
ington at 1.30 r. m.
Rangeley owes Superintendent Davis a 
hearty vote of thanks for keeping the 
Phillips & Rangeley railroad in running 
order during the recent freshet. It took 
lots of hard work, but hard work has no 
terrors for Dan. Davis; and, when other 
roads were either hung up or way behind, 
the P. & R. was making up time.
Furbish, Butler & Oakes are making 
great changes in the interior arrangement 
of their store. Partitions are removed 
and changed so as to give additional 
room for their clothing department. The 
office will be changed in form, a portion of 
the old offiice will be converted into the 
clothing addition, with a large window 
added on the street. When completed they 
will have the largest room for clothing 
north of Farmington.
The annual meeting of the Rangeley 
Village Corporation was held at the town 
House, Monday. Hon. John R. Tooth- 
aker was elected chairman. The reports 
of the assessors, treasurer and engineer 
were read and accepted. The following 
officers were elected: Clerk, E. I. Herrick; 
Treasurer, G. A. Proctor; Assessors, J. 
R. Toothaker, J. F. Herrick, L. A. Smith. 
The officers of the fire department were 
elected as follows; Chief Engineer, G. H. 
Snowman; 1st ^Assistant, C. W. Barrett; 
2nd Assistant, W. E. Twombley; 3d 
Assistant, M. D. Tibbetts; Clerk, H. A. 
Furbish; Treasurer, L. A. Smith; War­
dens, G. H. Snowman, Frank Harris, J.
F. Herrick. It was voted to raise $100 to 
build a building for the fire engine, the 
assessors to have charge of the expendi­
ture of the money. It was voted to raise 
$50 for lighting the streets, the fire war­
dens to superintend the street lighting. 
Twenty-five dollars was also voted for 
contingent expenses.
Uncle Josh at Furbish Hall.
The drama “ Uncle Josh”  will be given 
by the Rangeley Dramatic Club at Fur­
bish Hall this (Wednesday) evening. The 
heavy storm will interfere with the excur-
I sion, but the sale of reserved seats pro­
mises a good sized local audience. The 
! following is the
C a s t  o f  C h a r a c t e r s .
JOSHUA JA RVIS.............W. S. M a r b l e ..
"Uncle Josh” from Vermont. A wide-awake 
farmer who reads the newspapers.
COUNT de COURVILLE..... E. C. D ill.
Noble in name, but ignoble in character.
GERALD M U RRA Y,.........F. W. Miller.
A young New Yorker.
UPSON DOWNES,..............E. I. Herrick.
One of New York’s choice “Four Hundred.”
JOE CLARK ,........................... N. R. Carr.
Slippery Joe. a "bunco steerer.” 
MICHAEL MULCHAEY,.. J. A. R u sse ll . 
A saloon keeper with a political pull.
MUNSON,............................... B eht Haley.
A member of the decteetive force.
ERASTUS,...................... C. W. B arrett.
Mrs. Reynolds’ colored servant.
MRS. REYNOLDS,. .Mrs. W. L. Butler. 
Joshua’s sister, a widow.
LETTY.....................................Miss Marble.
Her daughter, in love with Gerald. 
MINERVA CLACKETT... . .Miss G r a n t . 
Who is getting desperate.
Synopsis.
ACT I.—Scene I. Mrs. Reynolds’ draw­
ing room in New York. Mother and 
daughter. A letter from Uncle Josh. The 
proposal. Cross purposes. Erastus in 
trouble. Scene II. A  street in the city. 
Mulchaey on a “ bender.”  “ Howld the 
sidewalk down for me!”  The bunco 
steerer. The detective and Joe. “ Take a 
walk.”  Uncle Josh arrives. Joe tries 
his little game. “ Left.”  Scene III. Same 
as Scene I. A hasty marriage. The Count 
overhears. Josh and the dude. “ W a’al 
by gum.”  Rejected. The insult. A blow. 
The attempted murder. Uncle Josh to 
the rescue. “ Put ’er up, b’ gosh, er I ’ ll 
brain you!”
ACT II.—Card room in Mulchaey’s 
saloon. Plotting. The tipsy dude. 
“ Aint 1—bah jove—’ic—one ther boys?”  
Seeing the elephant. The decoy message. 
Uncle Josh in danger. The poisoned 
drink. Uncle Josh plays a trick. Fooled 
again. “ I ’m ther liveliest dead man you 
ever see.”
ACT III. Count’s apartments. Bills 
and duns. The Count and Joe compare 
notes. A fiendish scheme. The forgery. 
Lettv and the Count. A plucky Ameri­
can girl. “ I defy you.”  The Count shows 
his hand. Uncle Josh wants to fight. A 
surprise.
ACT IV. Mrs. Reynolds’ drawing room. 
Erastus makes an offer. Minerva speaks 
her mind. “ You shall see me no more.”  
The Count asserts his powers. Uncle 
Josh at work. “ I ’m not one o ’ the quit- 
tin’ kind.”  The Count plays his hand. 
The bogus certificate. Uncle Josh makes 
a discovery. The detective takes a hand. 
The Count in hot water. A  trick that two 
can play at. Finale.
PHILLIPS.
“ Why, I didn’ t know you could do such 
nice work as this, out to Rangeley,”  
said a man who was examining a 
copy of “ The Phillipian,”  recently issued 
from this office. And this reminds me of 
a story, you can draw your own inference. 
A number of years ago Charles Barron, a 
member of the Boston Museum Company, 
passed his vacation at Phillips. Before 
returning he secured several black bass 
from Lufkin Pond to take to a pond near 
Bath. This was before arrangements for 
transporting fish were as perfect as they 
are to-day. and the bass were taken in a 
small tub and the water kept fresh by 
continuously forcing air into it, by means 
of a pair of old-fashioned hand bellows. 
At some place along the line there was a 
change and a wait. Mr. Barron kept in­
dustriously at work, stared at by the 
throng till at last one more curious than 
the rest, after watching the operation 
some time, propounded this, question, 
“ What on ’arth be you a-doin’ that fer?”  
This was too much, and quick as a flash 
came this Yankee answer: “ You blamed 
old idiot, do vou think I am doing it for 
fun?”
